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... that has been very effective

20 million vehicles and 332 billion vehicle-kms travelled in 2007*

All trips exclusively by car: 74%**

At least one active trip in a day: 19%**

Workers’ trips by bike: 1.3%***

Modal shares in urban centres: 12% biking and walking****

*Natural Resources, Canada (2009)
**Statistics Canada (2008)
***Pucher (2011)
****Pucher and Dykstra (2003)
... that has created a lot of good
... that has produced a lot of employment in health and public health
that has produced interventions to mitigate its impacts
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Source: Commune de Koeniz (Switzerland). On the left, a section of the through road/main street before the intervention. Passage priority is to motor vehicles and speed is limited to 50km/h. On the right, priority is to the pedestrian, one traffic lane has been withdrawn and speed is limited to 30km/h. This public way carries more than 20 000 vehicles per day.
Action on speed

Normalized speed: 50km/h and more
Action on volumes
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Analysis: P. Morency, C. Plante, M. Fournier. Direction de santé publique de Montréal
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